


EDUCATE. 
EQUIP. 
INSPIRE.
Our mission remains constant. We exist to create 
dynamic solutions focused on helping you achieve  
your best self.

Since 2009, we’ve worked to reinvent athletic flooring 
as a foundational component of any advanced training 
space, and we push the envelope each day to inspire 
and equip clients who refuse to accept second best. 
We harness technology and design. We run our own 
race, and we obsess over raising the bar, because when 
it comes to the individuals who fuel our passion, good 
enough is never enough. Not even close.



FROM THE
GROUND UP.
The most valuable element of any training area 
is space. Space dictates function. Space creates 
potential. That is why we believe in approaching 
each project via collaborative evaluation and 
strategy.

Design is fundamental to what we do because 
design is fundamental to what you do. And in the 
end, we feel accomplished when you feel equipped. 
We feel inspired when you feel ready.



“As a coach and an athlete, I love this product,
I love this company. I’m honored to play a role in 
what they are doing globally, and I’d choose them 
again in a second.”

Matt Murphy : Australia’s No. 1 Obstacle Racer



Achieve
Achieve is the toughest floor in the world. 
Available in three thicknesses, its dual layers 
are fused together via a patented seal that 
will not separate or weaken, regardless 
of age or application. Our innovative 
underlayment delivers maximum shock 
absorption and explosive energy return, 
providing a unique balance designed to 
optimize both safety and performance. 
And Achieve’s highly durable top layer 
offers solid-grip technology and boosted 
wear resistance, as well as numerous color 
options for dynamic branding and aesthetic 
appeal.

Developed by strength coaches for strength 
coaches, Achieve is the ultimate solution for 
any weight training space.

BY COACHES, FOR COACHES.

We asked respected strength coaches 
around the world what they looked for in a 
weight room floor. Toughness, resilience, 
just enough absorption. Just enough 
return. Achieve became result of that global 
collaboration: a flooring system built for the 
grind, built to take a beating. Built to inspire.

Achieve is now used all over the world by 
schools, pro teams, leading corporations, 
etc., known for its innovative composition 
and unmistakable charge.

Achieve’s 3mm top layer delivers solid-grip 
technology, indentation resistance and boosted 
color retention, so you can stay focused on crushing 
your workout without risk of slip-related injuries.

Achieve’s patented fusion process creates an 
unbreakable seal, combining the system’s dual 
layers into a premier surface that will not separate 
or weaken, regardless of what you drop on it over 
any period of time.

Developed alongside respected strength coaches 
around the world, Achieve’s highly aggressive 
PlaetechTM foundation layer absorbs maximum 
shock on impact, diminishing barbell bounce and 
easing joint stress while simultaneously delivering 
ideal energy return levels for safer training and 
drastically boosted performance.

Materials
Recycled SBR rubber and EPDM rubber granules bound by polyurethane

Thickness    Roll Length
8mm, 13mm, 18mm   25’

Weight Per Area   Roll Width
1.5, 2.7, 4.1 lbs./sq. foot  4’

Color options and more detailed 
documentation can be found on 
Achieve’s webpage.



Project Name : Geelong FC
Location : Kardinia Park : Geelong, Australia
Architect : Populous
Contractor : KANE Constructions
Product Used : 13mm Achieve (900 Blue),  
Attack (Blue, Green) Turf, Custom Logos
Facility Note : This area is known as the ‘The Gary  
Simonds Warm Up Area’, it’s used for pre-game warm-up  
and post-game wrap ups. Here is where players perform  
various high-intensity drills in cleated football boots.



Project Name : Minnesota Vikings : 
TCO Performance Center
Location : Keegan, Minnesota : United States
Architect : Crawford Architects
Contractor : Kraus-Anderson Construction Company
Product Used : 18mm Achieve (Custom Color :   
Custom Logo 910 Modern Gray, 001 Black)



“At USW our aim is to provide our students and athletes
with the finest possible training environment. To achieve 
this, we aim to work with the leading equipment providers 
and for flooring that is undoubtedly PLAE. Their range of 
quality flooring solutions is unmatched and, allied with  
the expertise of their staff, ensured that the products  
they provided matched out exacting needs.” 

Ian Jeffreys : Professor of Strength & Conditioning, 
University of South Wales

Project Name : USW Sport Park, University of South Wales
Location: Pontypridd, Wales : United Kingdom
Architect: Atkins Global
Product: 18mm Achieve (905 Charcoal),
Platforms, Custom Logos



Attack
Attack leads the way into a new era of synthetic 
grass design, delivering an aggressive, durable 
system meticulously engineered to promote 
safety, world-class performance, and a super 
clean aesthetic. In addition to boosting resistance 
against weather and moisture damage, Attack’s 
polyethylene pile offers low abrasion levels and 
omnidirectional curl that eliminates matting. 
Available in several popular colors and resting on a 
premier foam underlayment tuned to absorb shock 
and return charge, Attack provides a stellar indoor 
or outdoor solution for athletes who refuse to 
accept second best.

Attack boasts a matte polyethylene blade that 
delivers omnidirectional curl to eliminate pile 
direction and maintain a flawlessly smooth 
aesthetic. Smooth sled push, slip resistance and 
various color options combine to provide a 
world-class synthetic grass system capable of 
dynamic branding and water jet logo compositing.

Attack comes fused to a 5mm foam pad designed 
to complement the pile’s characteristics, 
absorbing shock and returning charge for safe, 
natural movement.

Materials
Polyethylene monofilament fiber, stabilizing dual woven polypropylene 
primary backing, and 5mm urethane foam secondary backing

Thickness    Roll Length
14.2mm pile, 5mm foam backing Custom

Weight Per Area   Roll Width
117.5 lbs./sq. yard   15’

Color options and more detailed 
documentation can be found on  
Attack’s webpage.



Project Name : Under Armour Performance Center
Location : 10 Light Street, Baltimore, MD : United States
Architect : BCT Architects
Product Used : Attack (Gray, Red, Yellow, White) Turf, 7mm 
Exceed (Graywood), 13mm Achieve (905 Charcoal)
Design Note : This project required Attack to be adhered 
to a floating PVC panel, which covered and protected the 
space’s historic mosaic tile floor.



“TSS ( The Southport School ) based on the Gold Coast 
recently installed the PLAE flooring for our new indoor 
and outdoor training facility. From the initial consultation 
through to completion, the PLAE team of Shane and 
David were highly professional and efficient, and was  
fully upheld by the outstanding quality of the PLAE product.  
Not only is it aesthetically pleasing, but it’s durable and  
high density quality allows students to lift in any part  
of the facility. I would not hesitate in recommending  
PLAE for any prospective clients.”

 Damian Mednis : Director of Athletic Performance &  
Director of Track & Field

Project Name : (TSS) The Southport School
Location : Gold Coast, Australia
Architect : Burling Brown
Contractor : W3D Constructions
Product Used : Achieve 18mm (308 Grey) , Achieve Inlay  
Platforms with TSS Logo,  Achieve 18mm (900 Red 
Dropzones),
Attack (Blue) Turf with 5mm Foam Pad,  
Custom line markings



“They prioritize people. They consistently
demonstrate genuine respect for coaches,
and they do all they can to advance our
profession. I’m proud to have presented at
their Labs, and I’m happy to say my athletes
train on their exceptional products.” 

Teena Murray : Senior Director of Athlete  
Health & Performance : Sacramento Kings



Project Name : St. Kilda FC
Location : Moorabbin, Melbourne, Australia
Architect : Williams Ross Architect
Contractor : ADCO Construct
Products Used : 18mm Achieve (308 Gray),  
Attack (Black) Turf, Oak Platforms, Custom Logos



Exceed
Exceed takes multi-purpose flooring to an 
unprecedented new place. Its tense top layer 
presents a randomized wood grain aesthetic 
complete with vinyl embossing, available in 
three natural hues, suitable for any event. But 
underneath lies our acclaimed Plaetech shock 
layer, made of reclaimed rubber, engineered 
alongside strength coaches around the world 
to deliver ideal force absorption and energy 
return levels.

The dual layers undergo a patented fusion 
process, which fashions them into a single 
system that will never separate or weaken, 
regardless of age or application. For those 
who seek to combine a classic look and 
dynamic resilience, we present Exceed.

Exceed’s tense 2mm vinyl wear layer provides 
natural wood grain printing and embossing 
(available in three popular colors) for durable, 
solid-grip sophistication across numerous uses.

Exceed’s patented fusion process creates an 
unbreakable seal, combining the system’s dual 
layers into a premier material that will not separate 
or weaken, regardless of age or application.

Developed alongside respected strength coaches 
around the world, Exceed’s highly aggressive 
PlaetechTM foundation layer absorbs maximum 
shock on impact, deadening environmental noise 
and easing joint stress while simultaneously 
delivering ideal energy return levels for safer 
training and drastically boosted performance.

Materials
Recycled SBR rubber and embossed, coated vinyl

Thickness    Roll Length
7mm, 12mm, 17mm   30’

Weight Per Area   Roll Width
1.23, 1.95, 4.05 lbs./sq. foot  6’

Color options and more detailed documentation can 
be found on Exceed’s webpage.



“The 18mm Achieve we train on at CSU is, in my
opinion, second to none. Durable, versatile, and
easy to maintain. The product is unbelievable
and the team delivered a fantastic customer
experience throughout the entire process. We’re
proud that they played a role in developing
our space.”

Ryan Davis : Head Football S&C Coach
Colorado State University



Project Name : Total Fusion Studios
Location : Garden City, Brisbane : Australia
Architect : Collectivus 
Contractor : Cav Crop Construction
Products Used : Exceed 7mm (Maple),  
Achieve 8mm (910 Modern Gray)



Project Name : NSCA HQ
Location : Colorado Springs, CO : United States
Products Used : Achieve 18mm (910 Modern Gray), 
Attack 5mm (Blue) Turf, Custom Logo, Custom  
Oak & Achieve Platforms



Ignite
Ignite delivers a dynamic, durable track 
solution built on a dual-layer concept.  Its 
embossed, spike-resistant wear layer provides 
tense snap to boost energy return and improve 
speed, while the molded underlayment creates 
force absorption to ease joint stress and 
cushion falls.

We’ve carefully engineered this sealed, 
vulcanized system to resist atmospheric wear, 
maintain a vibrant aesthetic, and above all, 
ensure safe, dynamic use indoors and outside.

Ignite’s embossed hard rubber top layer resists 
damage by spikes and atmospheric agents, 
minimizes slips, and delivers elastic bounce for 
maximum speed.

We mold Ignite’s dual layers together to create a 
dynamic rubber system of graduated hardness. 
The aggressive vulcanized seal ensures 
resilience and predictable impact for safer, more 
explosive training.

Ignite’s studded underlayment provides force 
absorption to cushion falls and return 
omnidirectional charge upon impact.

Materials
Prefabricated, calendared and vulcanized natural and synthetic rubber, 
stabilizing agents and pigmentation additives

Thickness    Roll Length
10mm, 13mm    50-65’

Weight Per Area   Roll Width
2.45, 2.9 lbs./sq. foot   36in, 42in, 48in

Color options and more detailed documentation can 
be found on Ignite’s webpage.



Project Name : Toronto Blue Jays
Location : Rogers Centre : Toronto, ON Canada
Product Used : 18mm Achieve (Urban Blue),  
Attack 10mm (Blue) Turf, Platforms, Custom Logos,  
Vinyl Adhesive Graphics



Crossgrind
Crossgrind shares many of the unique 
characteristics that make Achieve so popular. 
Built on a single-layer concept, it delivers 
solid-grip technology and a dense reclaimed 
rubber composition designed for maximum 
charge and absorption. Engineered to take 
a beating, Crossgrind provides a low-cost 
alternative to Achieve, boasting a durable 
design that absorbs shock, reduces barbell 
bounce, and returns natural energy for a safe, 
dynamic workout.

Unlike our other rubber systems, Crossgrind 
comes in only one color and thickness, 
allowing us to minimize cost while maintaining 
maximum value.

The value Crossgrind delivers is an open book. Built 
on a one-layer concept, the system packs a highly 
dense composition, carefully tuned dynamics, and a 
super clean aesthetic into a single knockout punch.
Although Crossgrind comes in only one color and 
thickness, its aggressive characteristics rival those 
of Achieve.

Materials
Recycled SBR rubber and EPDM rubber granules bound by polyurethane

Thickness    Roll Length
12mm     30’

Weight Per Area   Roll Width
2.7 lbs./sq. foot   4’

More detailed documentation can be found on 
Crossgrind’s webpage.



“We were excited to get both Achieve and
Attack in our room. The high caliber of
these products, as well as the customer
experience provided to us, made a lasting
impression. We’re proud to train on this floor.”

Lachlan Wilmot : Co-Owner : Athletes Authority



Project Name : Virgin Active Collective  
Club, Barangaroo
Location : Barangaroo, Sydney, Australia
Architect: Endrim Design 
Contractor : FDC Construction
Products Used : Custom Acoustic Sub Floor, 
Achieve 18mm (905 Charcoal), Achieve 8mm (905 
Charcoal), Attack (Black) Turf
Design Note : PLAE & Virgin Active collaborated on  
building a Custom Acoustic Sub Floor for the 
facility. The result was a sub-layer capable of 
withstanding a direct point load of 150kg without 
comprising on the performance for the athlete, while 
also preventing the transference of any airborne 
noise or vibration to the tenant below.



FOR THOSE WHO 
REFUSE TO ACCEPT 
SECOND BEST.

plae.global


